Armatura PalmLite12
SDK
1. PalmLite12 SDK Overview
PalmLite12 SDK is a wrapper for Armatura’s touchless palm recognition algorithm. The SDK provides
rich interfaces to access the algorithm’s palm recognition operations which primarily include palm
detection, feature extraction, liveness detection, anti-spoofing detection, template creation, and
palm identification.
When combined with Armatura dual-lens (NIR and Visible light) palm recognition module, the
PalmLite12 SDK provides superior touchless palm recognition capabilities. The PalmLite12 SDK can
operate on a variety of different platforms (Windows, Android, Linux). This flexibility allows
developers to easily interface and manage hardware operations. Like all Armatura SDKs, the
PalmLite12 SDK is extremely developer-friendly. PalmLite12 SDK is the key which unlocks the power
of Armatura’s palm recognition readers & embedded modules used in business applications which
rely upon fast- matching highly accurate user identification & verification. Typical applications include
single-sign-on (SSO), time & attendance, physical & logical access control, identity management,
healthcare patient onboarding & record management, visitor management, event management,
intercoms, medical safes, and countless other applications which depend upon highly accurate user
identification & verification.

2. PalmLite12 Algorithm Features
Armatura palm recognition dual-lens modules capture both grayscale and true-color RGB images
which are fed into the PalmLite12 Algorithm. The algorithm then performs palm detection, palm
pose analysis, liveness detection, and ultimately palm matching. User enrollment & authentication is
incredibly fast, accurate and secure. Up to 6,000 palm templates can be scanned for a match in less
than one second.
Enrollment & authentication begins with the palm recognition module’s dual-lens camera collecting
near-infrared light (NIR) and visible light images from a person’s surface palm print and their palm’s
subcutaneous vascular patterns.
Infrared light can penetrate a person’s surface palm skin and be partially absorbed by the deoxidized
hemoglobin circulating through the person’s blood vessels. The Armatura NIR camera is able to
capture an image of the palm’s vascular pattern created by the reflected IR light. The resulting
vascular image is unique to each person. The image is non-duplicable and does not change with age.
In addition to capturing NIR images, Armatura palm recognition modules also have a high-definition
RGB camera which captures surface palm print images. Armatura palm recognition modules &
readers when combined with the PalmLite12 SDK provide developers (and end-users) a fastmatching, incredibly accurate and delightful user-friendly experience.

2. PalmLite12 Algorithm Features (cont.)


Liveness Detection:
While invisible to the naked eye, the vascular pattern from live subcutaneous palm tissues is
easily read by Armatura’s NIR camera module. The PalmLite12 algorithm can effectively
detect and distinguish a live palm from a fake palm by analyzing a user’s unique palm
vascularity and subsequently generates a unique non-duplicatable biometric palm template.



High-Speed Recognition Performance
The PalmLite12 algorithm utilizing multi-level matching mode and optimized classifier
parameters can accurately match up to 6,000 palm templates in less than a second.



Accurate and Robust Palm Recognition:
The PalmPro algorithm extracts multi-dimensional data used in biometric template creation.
Data is extracted from a multitude of palm features including palm print, bifurcations,
textures, curvatures, and most importantly, vascular structure. The PalmPro algorithm
calculates these multi-dimensional features by first collecting & contrasting 5 consecutive
templates, prior to generating a single template used for biometric enrollment. These
features are all rich in details, long-lasting, distinguishable, and unique to individuals.



High Palm Posture Tolerance & Long Recognition Range
The PalmLite12 algorithm can identify a user’s palm in various postures, including when their
palm is relaxed or tightly tensed, or positioned in wide yaw, pitch or roll angles. The
algorithm is highly adaptable and allows users to scan their palm in a natural comfortable
manner during enrolment and authentication. The algorithm can also read palms up to 14
inches away from the palm recognition module.



Adaptable to Various Environments:
When compared to traditional biometric recognition technology, the PalmLite12 SDK is
unique in its ability recognizing user’s palms in both dark to strong light environments (0.01 50,000Lux). Near-infrared (NIR) light-based palm recognition utilizes an advanced image
capture process. The process begins with the palm module’s NIR LED illuminating the user’s
palm. The palm module’s camera then captures infrared light (instead of visible light)
reflected from the illuminated palm which the module subsequently generates grayscale
level images. The negates the effect of adverse lighting conditions.



Algorithm Integrity:
Combined with Armatura near-infrared light palm module, the PalmLite12 algorithm ensures
both image quality and data integrity for genuine and accurate image recognition.

3. How Does It Work?

4. Algorithm and SDK Specs
Algorithm
SDK Size
Min. Image Size
Pose Range
Template Size
Performance*
Match Mode
Capacity
Accuracy**
Operation System
Program Language

AMT PalmLite12 Algorithm Ver 12.0
Android Jar Lib
< 5MB
Windows DLL lib
< 6MB
80 * 80 (pixel)
Yaw ≤ 25°, Pitch ≤ 25°, Roll ≤ 190°, Bend ≤ 20°,
8844 Bytes
Palm Detection Time
< 50ms
Template Extraction Time
< 200ms
Identification Time (1:6000) < 150ms
1:1 for verification, 1:N for identification
6,000 templates
TAR =98.2% when FAR = 0.05%
Windows
Android
Linux
C/C++, C#, Java

Windows 10 (x86 & x64)
Android 4.1 and above
Provided on request

Note:
*The algorithm performance is assessed based on image resolution of 480 * 640 and Quad-Core Cortex
A9 CPU@1.5GHz platform.
** The accuracy is assessed based on the proprietary infrared light palm image data set.
** TAR: True Acceptance Rate, FAR: False Acceptance Rate.

